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POSITION NAME EMAIL CONTACT 

HM Colin Sorias colinsorias@yahoo.com 305-1053 

Asst HM Allan Girod 788-8959 Hash Cash Lorin Paton 622-5806 
 

Hareline Salma Khan salmakhan_10@hotmail.com 753-8843 

On-Sec Marita Guevara mcguevar@tstt.co.tt 685-3600 

Members 
Betty Agostini, Diane Henderson, Marguerite Aanensen, Joanne Esdale,  
Jordan Scheer, Gerry Soogrim[Hash Booze] 

 

Run:  

866 

Date:  

7 Jun 2014 

Site:  

Tacarigua 

Hares:  
Lopez, Marc Anthony, Eric, Marita, Sheldon, 

Rickky, Christian and Victor 

Scribe:  

Liam 

Well what can I say about this run other than how did I get stuck writing the trash for this run. 

Alright well here goes... Like most runs it started with a little road and easy terrain but then 

worked itself into series of hardcore bush vines HILL!!!! Yuh couldn’t even move freely unless 
yuh wanted to trip and send everyone down like dominoes (which had crossed my mind at one 

point). Oh god and doh talk for dem pine leaves. All dry and slippery slip an trip shudda be the 

name of this run. 

It’s almost hilarious though how some runners tried to do what appeared to be bush swimming 

as they attempted to pass the crowd going up one dem long hills. What else amused me was 

seeing – Guy who drives to fast in his hilux- dive into a passing river at one point and said,” Ahh 
Yeah winnings not everything!” 

The hares were usually present at certain check points as we passed some locals smoking some 

joints and I swear the way some people was carrying on they had to be high too.  

Coming nearer to home stretch was another tediously long hill going up until we came to a check 
at which they were but two options go up the hill or go down the hill when one of the GoPros 

said that he’s too tired to go check what if it were an X (Poofter) 

As it turned out down was the right way to go I mean the hares weren’t that mean.  Running 
down the long ass hill just before a dumped fridge made a left into a valley where your truly 

took a long awaited pee.  

The On-In finally not too long again and home sweet home... The bar. Props goes out to the 

hares who came together and made this run possible On On! 

Virgins: Aisha, Carla, Wayne, Bret, Shelly, Chris, Shaun, Nadia, Camille, Cindy, Doggystyle, 

Jeanne, Ricardo, Shem, Kervin, Hayden. 

Poofter: Monty Hash business man 

 

HM’s Hiatus 

A great sendoff run as pointed out by the lead hare. Good territory for hash use – several 

mountain climbs and lots of road. The down-downs were conducted in as raucous conditions as 
ever. Hashers thoroughly enjoyed the hospitality provided by the owner of the establishment. 

They wine and dance for a few hours well. An excellent job by the hares in putting on this hash – 

Well done…  On On 

 

Segregate your waste at the hash! Remember Disassemble, Crush & Dispose 
Responsibly. We’re all in this together! 


